
Newsletter #8

Welcome to the latest edition of my irregular updates newsletter and thank you 

for your continued interest and support. More features this time about my 

latest additions, items I'd like, auctions and other interesting sites. As ever, 

clicking on the picture or highlighted text in each item below will take you to a 

more detailed site, either mine or the relevant one.

Also, if you know of anyone else who might be interested in receiving this 

newsletter please ask them to get in touch with me via the site or perhaps YOU 

could provide me with their email address.

Another highlight from my website

I have recently added three more sections to 

my website. The first is a 'CLAPPERS' section 

to cover the plethora of these cardboard items 

which are appearing on a more and more 

regular basis at home games. I thought it 

worth giving them their own section as there are now so many of them and I think 

that there are not many people who realise that they are all different which makes 

them very desirable. The second section is for 'ULTRAS STICKERS' produced - 

amongst others - by the NSL, Town's 'Ultras Crew'; these are nice items and I 

suspect that they will soon become unavailable and thereby collectable. Finally 

there is a new sub-section for my Programmes which covers BENEFIT & 

TESTIMONIAL games. So far I have programmes dedicated to Steve Smith, Peter 

Fletcher & Dick Taylor, Frank Worthington and Andy Booth; I can't see me EVER 

getting hold of the Willie Watson and Billy Smith ones!

Another site that you might like ...



Steve Marsh is another like Chris Lee 

and Andy McConachie who was there 

at the beginning as I was launching 

the early version of my website, 

watching and waiting, ready to put up 

his own small effort in homage to his 

club, West Ham. Since that time, he 

has moved far and beyond anything 

that my website has ever dreamed of 

and is now the self-proclaimed WHU 

Online Museum, mirroring the fact 

that Steve is now closely affiliated with West Ham United FC and is personally 

responsible for elements of the club's memorabilia and historical artifacts. A visit 

to his website will see you encounter not just cards and stickers, but also badges, 

bits and bobs of memorabilia such as menus, books, programmes, fanzines, key-

rings, pennants, etc., historical articles, tributes, a 'Who's Who' of players past and 

present, and is otherwise filled with stats and records, even down to displaying the 

tattoos and motorcycle 'skins' of the most fervent fans! Presented throughout in the 

famous club colours of claret and blue, this is a really good effort and one that, 

like all of the other websites that I have recommended in the past, will keep you 

interested for long hours at a time with its huge variety and excellent presentation.

Auction Watch

If I notice any really interesting auction items related to Town I'll try to bring 

them to your attention here and, if you're lucky, there will still be time to bid 

on some of the lots. Beware, though, as there are Buyer's Premiums and 

bidding-through-internet fees to be applied to all of the lots featured here, not 

to mention 20% VAT and postage if required!

The auction houses have been very, very quiet over the Christmas and New Year 

period, but things should pick up a little as we get deeper into January.

And now a quick round-up of items that I featured recently which have now gone 

under the hammer ...

You may remember this programme for the 1972 Private Film 

Showing of archive Town FAC footage. It was on eBay as a 'Buy-It-

Now item for £20; it didn't sell and was re-listed, so you might 

still be able to bag yourself a rare bargain.

I wish that I owned this ...



In the early years of the 1920s Godfrey Phillips Ltd

produced a series of cards called 'Footballers' in their 

'PINNACE' brand of cigarettes. Cards came in three sizes: 

'k-sized' (small); medium; 'Cabinet' (postcard sized) and 

they featured individual players across - nominally - 2462 

cards although it eventually worked out as many, many 

more with transfers, errors and such like. Anyway, the 

'Cabinet' cards also featured team group photographs and 

these are really the Holy Grail of 'PINNACE' collecting. 

They simply don't come up and when they do you can 

expect to pay hundreds of pounds for just the one card. 

Sadly, there are TWO different Town ones ...These are the two Team Cabinet cards 

that I need but, in truth, I don't ever expect to find them. The top card shows the 

team immediately before play on the 12th March, 1921 at Aston Villa. I can be sure 

of this as it’s the only occasion when the featured players ever played together. 

The lower card is the official Turton photograph for the 1921-22 season. It's also 

worth noting that not every team was featured on two separate 'Team Cards' and I 

can only attribute Town's luck in this department being down to the fact that they 

won the FA Cup in 1922, perhaps prompting the use of the second photograph. 

(I am grateful to Matt Stevens for the use of the images for both of these extremely 

rare cards) 

If you have a special interest in the PINNACE cards, you can visit my other website 

THE PINNACE COLLECTION where you will find pictures of every card produced 

together with variations and all of the team 'Cabinet' cards found so far.

Latest acquisitions

Here we go with the latest items that I've been able to add to my collection. Not 

always cards, I also pick up a few odds and ends, here and there!

Well! The things that you find on eBay! I came 

across these two Official Town Player Photocards

in early December and was stunned! I didn't even 

know that they existed although subsequent 

research has turned up a few more examples dotted 

about the two big official Town hardback books ('99 

Years & Counting' and '100 Years ...'). They are 

from around the 1950-52 sort of period judging by 

the players featured and the shirt style. Anyway, I snagged this pair for the 

ridiculous amount of just over £7.00 - I am ecstatic!



And here's another one that took me quite by surprise. 

I was well aware of the Ernie Hine card in the 

TEASDALE 'Footballers' set of 1932, but at that time 

there were only 20 cards known from the set of 25. 

Then along comes Terry Kramer with another two 

unrecorded cards that he had discovered, including 

this one of Roy Goodall. The other new card shown 

here is that of H.B. Shaw of Sunderland, bringing the known total to 22. Anyway, a 

few emails later and this card has now joined my collection for a measly £25.00! As 

ever, you can read more about it and the set in general by following the link on the 

image.

My collection of Team Tabs rose by one again recently. I am 

grateful to Jim Mechan for supplying me with the rare LYONS 

MAID tab shown here. These are hard to find and so you can 

imagine how pleased I was when he contacted me. Jim has a few 

of these still on sale so if you don't yet have the one for your team it could well be 

worth your while to search eBay for it - you never know! Click HERE to see what's 

available.

As ever, it would be remiss of me not to mention this 

section of the website, just in case I happen to have 

the one thing that you've been looking for. Currently I 

have one or two cards, a calendar and a raft of 1973-

74 programmes for sale. There are also a few fixture 

cards from recent years which I know that many of you 

out there collect; they're not really all that rare, but 

you just try finding one nowadays! 

I'll add to this section as and when more items drop 

into my lap.

And, with Father's Day next in line, I suppose now 

would be a good time to plug my book. I now knock 

them out at £4.75 (p&p included) it still represents 

good value. Having said that, I strongly suspect that all 

recipients of this newsletter already own a copy so I'm 

almost certainly preaching to the converted. However, 

you might just be looking for something for that other 

Town fan that you know who may not own a copy. 

Anyway, you can pick up one up - or several if you like 

as the postage is still only £1.75 no matter how many 

you buy! - by simply clicking on the book cover at right 

which will take you to my site.



Thanks for taking the time to read this and I hope that it has encouraged you to 

have a look at my site and find something of interest. I should also point out 

that there is a GUESTBOOK on there and if you haven't yet signed it, please do; 

you'll join various luminaries such as Reece Dinsdale and the descendants of 

Town players of old. And remember - if you have anything that you think I might 

be interested in, please get in touch; we might be able to strike a deal!
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